7月7日
Online lesson
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This lesson, shortly before the football and with three students away, we spent a lot of the
lesson looking at vocab to do with sports and activities.
We also looked at the sentence pattern that is used to talk about doing an activity with
someone else:

With/and
和
跟
和

person
我朋友
我的小狗
她的老师

do something
去散步
玩儿
说中文

You can also add in the word ‘together’
和
我哥哥
一起
跟
他老婆
一起

去中国学习
来上海

For homework, look at the vocab and examples in Chinese characters on these notes and translate
everything into both pinyin and English. Also, keep practising your writing. For the second week
running I’ve not had the time to test you on it …
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运动
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

足
足球
球
踢
踢足球
网
网球
打网球
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运动
9. 篮球
10. 打篮球
11. 包
12. 面包
13. 钱包
14. 跑步
15. 散步
16. 进步
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写字
1. Person
2. Earth (tu3)
3. Also (ye3)
4. Female (nv3)
5. He
6. She
7. Ground (di4)
8. Sun (ri4)
9. Moon(yue4)
10. Bright (ming2)
11. White (bai2)
12. Hundred (bai3)

13. Work (gong1)
14. Field (tian2)
15. Strength (li4)
16. Male (nan2)
17. In (li3)
18. To produce, a
being (sheng1)
19. On, up, above, get
on (shang4)
20. Down, under, get
off (xia4)

21. To be located (zai4)
22. Big (da4)
23. Too much (tai4)
24. Ancient Arrow
25. Sit (zuo4)
26. Rest (xiu1)
27. Medical (yi1)
28. Four (si4)
29. West (xi1)
30. Alcohol (jiu3)
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写字
31. Peng2 (friend)
32. You3 (friend)
33. De (grammar word)
34. to eat (chi1)
35. Energy (qi4)
36. Steam (qi)
37. Reverse (fan3)
38. Food/rice (fan4)
39. To have (you3)
40. Main unit word (ge)

41. To want, need (yao4)
42. Again, and also (you4)
43. Left (zuo3)
44. Right (you4)
45. Cloud (yun2)
46. Can (hui4)
47. Go (qu4)
48. Ying1 (as in England/UK)
49. Dusk, evening (xi1)
50. duo1
51. sui4
52. wai4
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Writing practice sentences
•
•
•
•

He has four friends
He is sitting on the ground, eating
He doesn’t want to eat
There are around 10 people

• I will go to China tomorrow
• She can speak (说） Chinese
• My friend wants to go to Britain
• Several friends
• China’s population is very big (many)
• How many people?
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For homework, look at the vocab and examples in Chinese characters on these notes and translate everything
on pages 2-4 into both pinyin and English. Also, keep practising your writing.
For the second week running I’ve not had the time to test you on it …

https://youtu.be/o51Dsn7YTjw
A story in slow Chinee
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